
• Candidate Pooling Regions (PRs) are generated by 

dense sampling of their location and size 

• Symmetric configuration: PRs grouped into rings 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

• PR learning – selection of a few (≤ 10) PR rings from 

a large pool (4200 rings) 

 each ring is assigned a non-negative scalar weight 

 squared L2  distance between descriptors is linear in  

 sparse weight vector     is learnt 

Learning constraints: squared L2 distance between 

descriptors of matching keypoint pairs should be 

smaller than that of non-matching pairs 

Convex optimisation problem (solved by RDA): 

 

 

 

 

Goal  

Learn discriminative keypoint descriptors for keypoint 

matching and object instance retrieval 

What is being learnt? 

• Spatial pooling regions 

• Dimensionality reduction 

Contribution 

• Convex large-margin formulations for 

 pooling region selection 

 dimensionality reduction  

• Extension to learning under very weak supervision 

State-of-the-art in keypoint descriptor learning 

• Large scale patch matching 

• Large scale object retrieval 
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8. RESULTS: IMAGE RETRIEVAL  

• Oxford Buildings and Paris Buildings datasets 

• Measure: mean Average Precision (mAP) 

• Training on Oxford5K from weak supervision, testing 

on Oxford5K and Paris6K 

• Outperforms descriptor learning of Philbin et al. 

[ECCV, 10] : 

3. LEARNING POOLING REGIONS 5.  LEARNING FROM WEAK SUPERVISION  

• Learning from image datasets with extremely weak 

annotation: "some (unknown) pairs of images contain 

a common part" (e.g. Oxford5K) 

• Automatic homography estimation using RANSAC 

• For each keypoint, a set of putative matches is 

computed using the affine region overlap criterion 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

• Some keypoints can not be matched based on 

appearance (due to occlusions, repetitive structure) – 

modelling matching feasibility with latent  variables 

Learning constraints: the nearest neighbour of a 

keypoint, matchable in the descriptor space, should 

belong to the set of putative matches 

Optimisation problem (solved by alternation & RDA): 
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Descriptors can be learnt using convex large-margin formulations, leading to state-of-the-art performance 

• Pooling region selection using Rank-SVM with L1 regularisation 

• Discriminative dimensionality reduction using large-margin metric learning with nuclear norm regularisation 

• Learning under very weak supervision by modelling matching uncertainty with latent variables 

SUMMARY 

2. DESCRIPTOR COMPUTATION PIPELINE 

Spatial pooling  

Pre-rectified  

keypoint patch  

E.g. scale/affine-invariant keypoint 

detection and rectification 

Non-linear 

transform 

Feature pooling using  selected 

Gaussian pooling regions          

shared across feature channels 

Dimensionality 

reduction 
Linear projection onto a 

low-dimensional subspace 

Normalisation 

and cropping Agnostic to pooling regions 

configuration (useful for learning) 

Descriptor 

vector 

Can be used directly or 

quantised to visual words 

4. LEARNING DIMENSIONALITY REDUCTION 

Gaussian pooling regions, grouped into a ring, are applied to feature 

channels to produce a part of the descriptor vector 

matching 

keypoint pairs 

non-matching 

keypoint pairs 

• Linear projection                       into lower-

dimensional space learnt from the constraints above 

• Optimisation over       is not convex,  so                     is 

optimised instead 

• Low-rank projection is enforced by the nuclear norm 

regularisation         – the sum of singular values 

• Nuclear (trace) norm – convex surrogate of rank 

Convex optimisation problem (solved by RDA): 

Examples of learnt pooling region configurations (left: 576-D, right: 256-D). 

difference of descriptor vectors 
 

 

6.  REGULARISED DUAL AVERAGING (RDA)   

• Stochastic proximal gradient method well suited for 

non-smooth objectives with sparsity-enforcing 

regularisation (e.g. L1 or nuclear norms) 

• Objective: 

• Update: 

 

 
strongly convex 

proximal function 

sub-gradient 

averaged across 

iterations 

Putative matches (green arrows) are computed from geometry cues. Only the 

putative match, closest in the current descriptor space, will be used for 

learning at the next iteration. If confusing non-matches are present, e.g. due 

to repetitive structure (red arrow), then the keypoint is not used in learning. 

7.  RESULTS: PATCH MATCHING   

• Local patches dataset of Brown et al. [PAMI, 2011] 

• Measure: false positive rate at 95% recall (FPR95, %) 

• State-of-the-art performance: 

Error rate for the learnt descriptors and the method of Brown et al. 

Dimensionality vs error rate.  

Left: learning pooling regions; right: learning dimensionality reduction.  

matching feasibility 

indicator 

number of matchable 

training pairs (optimised 

on the validation set) 

mAP for learnt descriptors, SIFT, and RootSIFT. 

pooling region 

selection or 

dimensionality 

reduction model 

 learning      (panel 4) 

SIFT-like gradient  

orientation binning  

with soft-assignment  

to           feature 

channels 

 learning      (panel 3) 

i-th pooling 

region ring 


